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Descriptive Essay on Cricket

Cricket is a bat-and-ball sport that necessitates the usage of a bat and a ball. It is as easy as one of
the most popular games in the world. The game has two teams consisting of 11 players each. The
main goal of the game is to get the highest running points. It is played in a well-maintained stadium
for the same purpose. Cricket is very popular in England and India. There are many opportunities in
cricket that allow players to lead well. Cricket does not have a single but different format. Likewise,
each structure has its own set of regulations and time limits.

Cricket forms

Since cricket has a variety of formats, it has a different fan base for all of them. Some people like to

look at the same test because of their toughness and authenticity. At the same time, some enjoy the
Twenty-20, which requires a little involvement and a lot of fun. Test Match is a traditional cricket
format.

It takes up to five days, and the two countries play evenly in this match. Next, we have the National
League Systems, also called regions in England. It usually takes three to four days to complete.

Limited Overs Cricket is another type in which the number of episodes determines the format and
length of the game.

Both teams get to play one inning and thus determine the results.

However, they use the Duck value- Lewis Method to get the results when it rains. One of the most
popular formats is One Day International, also known as ODI. Two countries play against another fifty
overs. Lastly, this is probably the most exciting format of cricket, Twenty-20. It has only 20 overs to
play and is fun and attractive.

Power of cricket in India

Although hockey is a national sport, cricket reigns in the hearts of citizens. It creates excitement and

chaos for fans of the game. Cricket is like the religion of India, and the players are considered dead. It
is the most-watched sport in India, and people even miss their schools and offices in the event of any
significant international game.

The endless love of cricket has proved to be dangerous many times for cricket players. In addition,
fans risk everything to show their anger or passion. Cricket is played by Indians of all ages, from
children to seniors, and everyone follows the Indian team's progress.

Cricket is enjoyed by all the people in the world in uncountable formats. Even business executives are
investing in this game to gain popularity.
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The cricket board is taking various steps to make the games more attractive by organizing the Indian
Premier League. In short, it is safe to say that cricket is not just a sport but a sentiment in our
country. It makes people come together for good. It also strengthens our international relations and
maintains a sense of belonging as an athlete.
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